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That is Not Me 
A Journey of Perception 

L.J. Nelson 

Welcome, 

This discussion guide is intended for readers who are part of a book club, teachers 
and students from middle years to high school, and other interested adults.  A prod-
acted elementary version of the book is available upon request, for upper by 
request from the author. 

The intention of the guide is to provide support for examination of this memoir 
using: the background information about the author, chapter summaries, guided 
chapter discussion questions, and extended study suggestions to encourage 
reflection and dialogue.  

Thank you to: J. Bunce, J. Kozlowski, M. Kozlowski, L. McLean, and the Moose 
Jaw Friends Bookclub, who provided assistance in creating this guide. Their 
contributions, suggestions, and editing were valuable to the outcomes of this 
supplement.  

Thank you for your interest in my story.  

L.J. Nelson 

www.lj-nelson.com 

Copyright 2018 by L.J. Nelson - This document may be shared and printed for use within 
communities such as schools, libraries, and book clubs. Distribution of the document for 
monetary gain is strictly prohibited. Permission from the author is required prior to content 
changes being made.  
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About the Author 

Biography 

L.J. (Linda) Nelson has been writing and storytelling all of her adult life. Her career as an 

educator has involved reams of technical writing for reports, policies, and guidelines. She has 

also written poetry and lyrics.  She keeps various journals handy to record her thoughts and 

feelings. L.J.’s current role as a private tutor requires her to write monthly narratives about the 

lives of the students she works with.  

L.J. was raised and currently lives in a small city in west central Saskatchewan.  Her life has 

been similar to others growing up on the prairies with one difference. L.J. is a dwarf, commonly 

referred to as a Little Person, specifically diagnosed with Achondroplasia. For the majority of her 

years, L.J. followed the expected path of other adults, including completing a Bachelor of 

Education degree specializing in educating students with learning difficulties. She taught in 

various elementary schools within her community and retired from the teaching profession to 

become a small home business owner, tutoring school age children and assisting adults with 

learning to use digital devices.  

L.J. has outwardly represented to others someone who is achieving and succeeding in life. At 

times though, being a Little Person has challenged, and sometimes even changed, the outcomes 

of her dreams.  Every path L.J, has taken in life has been a journey and she decided  to share her 

journeys writing a memoir titled, That is Not Me - A Journey of Perception. 

When L.J. is not fulfilling her tutoring or writing obligations, she shares time with family and 

friends.  She loves to work outside in her yard, create music and crafts, and continues to explore 

new learnings of life.  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Chapter Summaries & Discussion 

Chapter 1 - Life would be different if I was not me 

Summary of Chapter 

This chapter introduces the reader to world of the author, Linda Nelson.  The story opens with 
Linda sharing brief highlights of her years from birth until adulthood.  It gives the reader a 
perspective of what changes were needed for Linda to achieve and succeed as a contributing 
member while growing up. Her story of learning to drive a car is written with additional detail to 
help the reader understand the depth of change needed for accommodating some of her physical 
challenges.  Interspersed in this chapter, is factual information about Linda’s medical condition 
of Achondroplasia (eh’-con-dro-playz’-e-ah), the most common form of dwarfism. 

Relevant Quotes 

Discussion Questions 

1. Provide examples of children or adults who have attempted to change their 
appearance similar to L.J. carrying weights around in a purse as a four year old to 
straighten her arms. 

2. Linda stood on stools, chairs, and even the arm of a swivel chair on wheels to reach 
items from high shelves.  Do you think her parents were neglectful of her safety? Or 
did they do right by ignoring her methods? 

3. Linda was the sixth child from a family of seven.  Do you think raising five older children 
before Linda made a difference in her parents’ knowledge and choices of how she was raised? 
Do you think they ever doubted their choices? 

4. How might Linda’s parents have answered critics of their higher expectations?  

Page 3 “There is an oxymoron within my condition.”

Page 7 “The differences in the way I completed tasks were common practices for me and 
it never occurred to me that others might view this as abnormal.”

Page 11 “From my view, I believe there needs to be a balance between the provision 
supports, as well as encouraging the expectations of independence.

Page 12 “The me I am today is because of the difference in the way I was raised.”
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Chapter Summaries & Discussion 

Chapter 2 - I would stand tall and be proud of what I am. 

Summary of Chapter 

This chapter begins with Linda sharing her initial awarenesses of being viewed different by 
others.  She shares the idea that for most of her childhood she felt included; however, she also 
shares moments or incidents when she was starting to feel excluded or noticed by others.  Linda 
shares two particular memories that influenced the outcomes of life — attending a specialist’s 
medical appointment regarding possible longevity of life, and a childhood incident when she 
encountered a group of Little People for the first time.  

Relevant Quotes 

Discussion Questions 

1. Linda describes on pages 16 & 17 the neighbourhood gang’s evening play.  How 
would you compare your childhood activities? 

2. On page 22, Linda asks three questions related to the Brownie tour incident.  If Linda 
had been given the opportunity to ask others these questions, what responses do you 
think those involved would have provided? 

3. How has the current emphasis and recognition of diversity improved the lives of those who 
have been marginalized?  

4. Do you have a difference that defines you?  

Page 17 “My perception of myself changed from focusing on what I thought was right to
trying to meet what others might think would be right for me.”

Page 22 “To me, this trailer exhibit was a freak show that could have been included at a state 
fair, which I had only read about.”

Page 24 “Entertaining the masses” is a saying I acknowledge to myself when I am present in 
front of those who, to me, want me to be small.”

Page 27 “Being proud of who you are means that you need to first acknowledge the 
differences that make you unique and choose whether those differences are going to 
define you or defeat you.”
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Chapter Summaries & Discussion 

Chapter 3 - Instead my life is wasted and I look back in pain. 

Summary of Chapter 

Linda’s yearning for her body image to change is described in a fantasy revealing her wishes for 
a medical miracle.  This chapter discloses memories and emotions of Linda’s realization that she 
is viewed as different.  The chapter tells of  recurring, frightening incidents when others would 
mistake her for another Little Person. Linda also describes bouts with emotional darkness. She 
provides the reader with insights and perceptions into what she needed to do to move up, out and 
forward from those dark times.  

Relevant Quotes 

Discussion Questions 

1. Some reviewers shared that this chapter was cringe-worthy.  What does that mean to you?  
Who is cringing, the author or the reader? 

2. Linda shares in detail accounts when she was misidentified and the unsuccessful 
attempts made by others who were confused.  How accurate are the memories of a 
child who experiences trauma? Do our memories of childhood incidents sometimes 
define when we become adults? 

3. Everyone experiences times of pain and darkness. What suggestions do you have to help 
them alleviate emotional pain and open the path to wholeness and happiness?  

Page 31 “It was only as an adult that I realized I was really searching for more than one type 
of change.”

Page 37 “The mislabelling of my name and the insistence that I am somebody I am not is 
continuous, yet separated through time.”

Page 40 “I was included, but felt so excluded because of the differences.”

Page 44 “I truly believed that no one else could relate to this pain; I was crushed that this, my 
life, had happened to me.”

Page 44 “Setting goals moves your forward, letting go of what is holding you back.”

Page 46 “The hardest step of any change is the first one.”

Page 47 “Pain itself is a perspective.”
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Chapter Summaries & Discussion 

Chapter 4 - The pain of my family, the selfishness and greed. 

Summary of Chapter 

The first part of the chapter describes her family members and shares memories of her life while 
growing up. Her descriptions give the reader an image of the family farm and the various roles 
that were completed by family members. This chapter also explores relationships with immediate 
and extended family members and the challenges that commonly occur between those we are 
close to. 

Relevant Quotes 

Discussion Questions 

1. Linda describes the roles family members took in completing daily chores at home 
and on the farm.  What contributions do you make to your family home?  

2. Linda’s large family shared: meals, board games, sing-a-longs, and ‘hearty conversations’. 
What does your family do that bonds its members together and provides opportunities for 
discussion and fun? 

3. Linda describes a family incident regarding the farming business.  Initially, she could 
only view this as a challenge or conflict.   What experiences in life help us to view 
past circumstances from more than one perspective? 

4. As an adult, Linda wondered what affect her being different had on her siblings.  
Many families have a member who perhaps would be regarded as ‘different’. How 
have  society’s acceptance and awareness changed? 

5. Linda’s Great Auntie G. left a sizeable inheritance for her and a church.  She seemed to only 
know of Linda and had never met her. Why do you think she chose to make this gift?  

Page 51 “Growing up, my family was a constant for me.”

Page 67 “I always wanted to have family meetings.”

Page 68 “A thread is a very delicate string that can be easily ripped apart when it becomes 
unravelled.”

Page 71 “My family is the silence I experience as I live alone and my ability to embrace that 
silence.”
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Chapter Summaries & Discussion 

Chapter 5 - The pain of my friends, the comfort and lies. 

Summary of Chapter 

The second chapter about relationships focuses on friends.  Linda provides narratives to help the 
readers understand her perceptions during different decades of her life.    Stories of playing with 
friends as a youngster, socializing as a teenager or young adult, and making connections with a 
variety of friends as a mature adult gives the reader insight into her “normalcy”. This chapter 
also helps the reader see how Linda viewed some of these relationships as challenges or 
setbacks. 

Relevant Quotes 

Discussion Questions 

1. Linda believed that her exclusion from her brother’s wedding party may possibly have 
been her fault. What influences caused her to think this way?   

2. Imagine what reactions you think Linda faced as a first-year teacher in an unfamiliar 
community far from home?  Would people of average height have similar difficulties? 

3. Linda quotes a line from the book, A Return to Love, on page 94. “Our deepest fear is 
not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond measure. 
It is our light, not our darkness that most frightens us.”  What do you think this quote 
meant to Linda?  Why do you think she included it? What does this quote mean to 
you? 

4. Linda has indicated to readers that this was one of the most difficult chapters to write. Why 
would sharing personal narratives about family or even friends be a challenge? 

5. List and describe those qualities that you seek when choosing your friends?  

Page 75 “My friendships have been based on my current life experiences.”

Page 76 “To me as a child, friendships were forever, and I had a hard time accepting the 
natural progression of change within friendship.”

Page 82 While I was missing those who knew me and brought me comfort, I was celebrating 
true independence.”

Page 85 “The struggle to figure out and sustain friendships has been similar to my yearning 
to learn to golf.”

Page 87 “I know so many people or, more so, so many people know me.”
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Chapter Summaries & Discussion 

Chapter 6 - The pain of a stranger, the names, the eyes, the degradation. 

Summary of Chapter 

This third relationship chapter shares narratives about Linda’s interactions with strangers and is 
written with a different form or tone. The author breaks down her encounters with strangers into 
categories that helps the reader create a picture of different human reactions that she has 
experienced.  The stories she shares are vivid and stark with her anger and frustration clearly 
evident. The chapter evolves from embarrassing, intrusive encounters to positive, appreciative 
awakenings.  

Relevant Quotes 

Discussion Questions 

1. Describe an incident where a person made a rude comment to you or about you?  How 
did you react? 

2. Linda writes on page 98, “Usually, if it was said in this aggressive manner, the person 
saying it wasn’t alone.” This gang-like tendency to inappropriately act out in front of 
others is a continual concern. What does it take to refrain from following the 
inappropriate and hurtful actions of the majority? How can one protect someone being 
verbally or physically attacked? 

3. This chapter highlights Linda’s hurts inflicted on her encounters by strangers. In what ways 
can you assist in understanding the impact of their ill-suited words and actions?  

4. “I love being in a crowd of strangers.”  What does this mean to you? 

Page 97 “What was it about being a Little Person that gave strangers permission to strike out 
in rudeness and aggression?”

Page 98 “Fleeing was my preferable mode, but obviously the least effective.”

Page 100 “Very young toddlers have no fear, but also have no idea that I am an adult.”

Page 103 “I am no different.”

Page 112 “Sometimes strangers do become friends; sometimes friends become strangers.”

Page 112 “Our perceptions of relationships are changing continually.”
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Chapter Summaries & Discussion 

Chapter 7  

The pain of the one I love, the obsessive giving to one who does not see. 

Summary of Chapter 

While the theme of love and relationships is quite personal and perhaps uncomfortable for some, 
this final chapter of relationships was one of the easiest for Linda to write. This chapter begins 
with Linda’s teenage awareness of romantic love through fictional readings of the romance 
genre.  Linda discloses recollections of her awakening interests in males including the awkward 
attempts she made to be noticed.  The chapter also takes the reader on a single journey of 
friendship and love that has lasted close to a life time.


Relevant Quotes 

Discussion Questions 

1. Love comes in many forms. What is love? What is real love? When do you know it is real? 

2. Typical adolescent development includes the hormonal and emotional struggles which are 
common for most teenagers.  How would Linda’s dwarfism have complicated her teenage 
years? 

Page 115 “I believe that to write a memoir without disclosing your most embarrassing 
moments in life is leaving out who you really are.

Page 116 “All of a sudden, boys became fascinating and cool.”

Page 120 “My interests were so out of tune with what my female friends were discussing, like 
clothes, makeup and attending the next dance.”

Page 122 “George never changed in his regard for me, but my perception of his regard 
changed.”

Page 129 “Love is all around me, and I am constantly the recipient of the gestures of love.”
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Chapter Summaries & Discussion 

Chapter 8 - The pain of a kiss, or a dance or a hug, these things I cannot miss   
   since I’ve never known them. 

Summary of Chapter 

This chapter shares Linda’s belief as a young adult that she would mirror others in regard to the 
common passages of adulthood. The reader is provided insight and reason into Linda’s 
hesitations in fulfilling her relationship dreams.  During her mid-thirties Linda has a medical 
journey that leads to a realization and actualization of her life path.   

Relevant Quotes 

Discussion Questions 

1. “The pain of a kiss, of a dance or a hug, these things I cannot miss since I’ve never 
known them.”  Why do you think Linda included this line within her original poem? 

2. Soon after having a hysterectomy, a nurse brings a newborn baby for Linda to view. 
Linda writes, “I did not sleep that night. Instead, I wrote.” Do you think writing is 
therapeutic? What other things to people do to cope with challenging times? 

3. After being diagnosed with dementia and no longer able to live independently, Linda’s mom 
is invited to live with Linda. This decision involved many changes to Linda’s life. What do 
you think were some of the positive outcomes of their time together?  

Page 136 “Being the person others wanted me to be, I knew what I had to say.”

Page 137 “I do miss them even when I have never known them.”

Page 139 “To share with others my dream was futile because I already knew that many would 
not see this same dream for me.”

Page 142 “I have visions of where I should be, or what I should be doing.”

Page 151 “My experiences in my life are not missing; they are just different.”

Page 155 “It’s okay to fall, it’s okay to go down paths where you shouldn’t be, but it’s not 
okay to quit trying.”
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Chapter Summaries & Discussion 

Chapter 9 - The question of being normal will never be forgotten. 

Summary of Chapter 

Linda answers the question, “What is normal?” by reflecting on her original poem and on the 
richness and diversity of her experiences.  She provides an analogy of the journey as a war that 
needed to be won, involving numerous battles and challenges. Readers are given a perspective of 
Linda positive experiences meeting other Little People—as well, being introduced to a medical 
system that seems foreign to Canadians.  Linda concludes the chapter  disclosing her sensitive, 
personal understandings of the original poem and the influences of time, change and perception 
that took place. 

Relevant Quotes 

Discussion Questions 

1. How has technology changed the access to knowledge of medical diagnosis and 
interventions?  

2. “What are you doing still alive?” How would you react to a doctor asking this question? 

3. What does “normal” mean to you? 

4. As you finished reading the book, what emotions did you feel the strongest? 

Page 161 “A part of me, though, the part that had always walked into battles willing to fight, 
wanted more: more understandings, more explanations and more time.”

Page 165 “Little did I know that possibility of support would come true.”

Page 167 “For my entire life, I have bravely walked into new settings and situations knowing 
what I must do to make others comfortable.”

Page 168 “Eventually, my eyes became used to what I was seeing, and I started looking 
beyond my first impression.”

Page 176 “When I wrote the poem, I knew I had milestones to pass, but I had no idea what 
those milestones would be.”

Page 178 “The future is open to possibilities and choices.”
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Book Club/High School Extension Questions and Suggestions 
1. What are three pieces of advice you would give parents raising children who are viewed as  

different in today’s world? 

2. In the early 1900s, Linda’s paternal grandmother travelled as a Barr Colonist with others to a 
new country to seek a better life, and perhaps prosperity.  How is  immigration of new settlers 
today similar to those who travelled over a hundred years ago?  How is it different? 

3. How has an emphasis on the value of diversity improved the lives of those who were 
previously marginalized? In what ways as a teacher and an author has Linda become a 
positive role model for Little People and others that are impeded by stereotypes? 

4. The topic and discussion of inclusion is a constant one within today’s media.   Has Linda’s 
descriptions of her acceptance influenced how you would respond to anyone who is different? 
How could the media and governmental officials help change how we accept differences of 
humanity? 

5. Linda tells her story with honesty and candour. How do you think it feels to reveal yourself so 
intimately to people that you know and to people that you don’t know? 

6. There are lines in Linda’s book which can inspire us. Is there a line you found inspirational? 
Select a relevant quote and create an inspirational poster using graphic images or photos of 
your choice. 

Elementary School Extension Questions and Suggestions 
1. Why do you think the author wrote this book? 

2. What is your favourite passage in this book? Why? 

3. What did you learn about Little People? 

4. What do you think Linda’s goal was in writing her story? 

5. How would you describe Linda’s personality and character traits? 

6. In sharing her story, how has Linda become a positive role model for Little People and others 
that are impeded by stereotypes? 

7. There are lines in Linda’s book which can inspire us. Is there a line you found inspirational? 
Create a picture using a line from the book and your own drawings, graphic images or photos 
of your choice. 
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